Bayesian inference was once a gold standard for learning with neural networks, providing accurate full predictive distributions and well calibrated uncertainty. However, scaling Bayesian inference techniques to deep neural networks is challenging due to the high dimensionality of the parameter space. In this paper, we construct low-dimensional subspaces of parameter space, such as the first principal components of the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) trajectory, which contain diverse sets of high performing models. In these subspaces, we are able to apply elliptical slice sampling and variational inference, which struggle in the full parameter space. We show that Bayesian model averaging over the induced posterior in these subspaces produces accurate predictions and well-calibrated predictive uncertainty for both regression and image classification.
INTRODUCTION
Bayesian methods were once the state-of-the-art approach for inference with neural networks (MacKay, 2003; Neal, 1996a) . However, the parameter spaces for modern deep neural networks are extremely high dimensional, posing challenges to standard Bayesian inference procedures.
In this paper, we propose a different approach to approximate Bayesian inference in deep learning models: we design a low-dimensional subspace S of the weight space and perform posterior inference over the parameters within this subspace. We call this approach Subspace Inference (SI). 1 It is our contention that the subspace S can be chosen to contain a diverse variety of representations, corresponding to different high quality predictions, over which Bayesian model averaging leads to accuracy gains and well-calibrated uncertainties.
In Figure 1 , we visualize the samples from the approximate posterior and the corresponding predictive distributions in performing subspace inference for a ten-dimensional random subspace, and a rich twodimensional subspace containing a low-loss curve between two independently trained SGD solutions (see Garipov et al., 2018 ) on a synthetic one-dimensional regression problem. As we can see, the predictive distribution corresponding to a random subspace does not capture a diverse set of possible functions required for greater uncertainty away from the data, but sampling from the posterior in the rich curve subspace provides meaningful uncertainty over functions.
Our paper is structured as follows. We begin with a discussion of related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the proposed method for inference in lowdimensional subspaces of the parameter space. In Section 4, we discuss possible choices of the low-dimensional subspaces. In particular, we consider random subspaces, subspaces corresponding to the first principal components of the SGD trajectory (Maddox et al., 2019) , and subspaces containing low-loss curves between independently trained solutions .
We analyze the effects of using different subspaces and approximate inference methods, by visualizing uncertainty on a regression problem in Section 5.1. We then apply the proposed method to a range of UCI regression datasets in Section 5.2, as well as CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 classification problems in Section 5.3, achieving consistently strong performance in terms of both test accuracy and likelihood. Although the dimensionality of the weight space for modern neural networks is extraordinarily large, we show that surprisingly low dimensional subspaces contain Figure 1: Predictive distribution and samples in the parameter space for subspace inference on a synthetic regression problem in a random subspace (a, b) and subspace containing a near-constant loss (log posterior) curve between two independently trained solutions (c, d) (see Garipov et al., 2018, for details) . On the plots (a, c) data points are shown with red circles, the shaded region represents the 3σ-region of the predictive distribution at each point, the predictive mean is shown with a thick blue line and sample trajectories are shown with thin blue lines. Panels (b, d) show the contour plots of the posterior log-density within the corresponding subspace; magenta circles represent samples from the posterior in the subspace. In the rich subspace containing the near-constant loss curve, the samples produce better uncertainty estimates and more diverse trajectories. We use a small fully-connected network with 4 hidden layers. See Section 5.1 for more details.
a rich diversity of representations. For example, we can construct 5 dimensional subspaces where Bayesian model averaging leads to notable performance gains on a 36 million dimensional WideResNet trained on CIFAR-100.
We summarize subspace inference in Algorithm 1. We note that this procedure uses three modular steps: (1) construct a subspace; (2) posterior inference in the subspace; and (3) form a Bayesian model average. Different design choices are possible for each step. For example, choices for the subspace include a random subspace, a PCA subspace, or a mode connected subspace. Many other choices are also possible. For posterior inference, one can use deterministic approximations over the parameters in the subspace, such as a variational method, or MCMC.
Algorithm 1 Bayesian Subspace Inference
Input: data, D; model, M; 1. Construct subspace, i.e. using Alg. 2, Section 4 2. Posterior inference within subspace (Section 3) 3. Form a Bayesian model average (Section 3.2, 3.3) 2 RELATED WORK Maddox et al. (2019) proposed SWAG, which forms an approximate Gaussian posterior over neural network weights, with a mean and low rank plus diagonal covariance matrix formed from a partial trajectory of the SGD iterates with a modified learning rate schedule. SWAG provides scalable Bayesian model averaging, with compelling accuracy and calibration results on CIFAR and ImageNet. The low-rank part of the SWAG covariance defines a distribution over a low-dimensional subspace spanned by the first principal components of the SGD iterates. Silva and Kalaitzis (2015) consider the related problem of Bayesian inference using projected methods for constrained latent variable models, with applications to probabilistic PCA (Roweis, 1998; Bishop, 1999) . Pradier et al. (2018) propose to perform variational inference (VI) in a subspace formed by an auto-encoder trained on a set of models generated from fast geometric ensembling ; this approach requires training several models and fitting an auto-encoder, leading to limited scalability.
Similarly, Karaletsos et al. (2018) propose to use a metaprior in a low-dimensional space to perform variational inference for BNNs. This approach can be viewed as a generalization of hyper-networks (Ha et al., 2017) . Alternatively, both Titsias (2017) and Krueger et al. (2017) propose Bayesian versions of hyper-networks to store meta-models of parameters. Patra and Dunson (2018) provide theoretical guarantees for Bayesian inference in the setting of constrained posteriors. Their method samples from the unconstrained posterior before using a mapping into the constrained parameter space. In their setting, the constraints are chosen a priori; on the other hand, we choose the constraints (e.g. the subspace) after performing unconstrained inference via SGD.
Bayesian coresets (Huggins et al., 2016 ) use a weighted combination of the full dataset and Bayesian compressed regression (Guhaniyogi and Dunson, 2015) uses random projections of the data inputs in linear regression settings; both are designed for the purpose of efficient inference, but unlike our subspace inference, these methods operate solely in data space, rather than in parameter space.
INFERENCE WITHIN A SUBSPACE
In this section we discuss how to perform Bayesian inference within a given subspace of a neural network. In Section 4 we will propose approaches for effectively constructing such subspaces.
MODEL DEFINITION
We consider a model, M, with weight parameters w ∈ R d . The model has an associated likelihood for the dataset, D, given by p M (D|w).
We perform inference in a K-dimensional subspace S defined by
where
With a fixedŵ and projection matrix P , which assign the subspace, the free parameters of the model, over which we perform inference, are now simply z ∈ R K . We describe choices forŵ and P in Section 4.ŵŵ The new model has the likelihood function:
where the right-hand side represents the likelihood for the model, M, with parametersŵ + P z and data D.
We can then perform Bayesian inference over the lowdimensional subspace parameters z. We illustrate the subspace parameterization as well as the posterior logdensity over parameters z in Figure 2 .
We emphasize that the new model (2) is not a reparameterization of the original model, as the mapping from the full parameter space to the subspace is not invertible. For this reason, we consider the subspace model parameterized by z as a different model that shares many functional properties with the original model M (see Section A.1 for an extended discussion). We discuss potential benefits of using the subspace model (2) in Section A.2.
BAYESIAN MODEL AVERAGING
We can sample from an induced posterior over the weight parameters in the original space by first sampling from the posterior over the parameters in the subspacez ∼ p(z|D), using an approximate inference method of choice, and then transforming those samples into the original space asw =ŵ + Pz. 
APPROXIMATE INFERENCE PROCEDURES
Our goal is to approximate the posterior p(z|D) over the free parameters z in the subspace S, in order to perform a Bayesian model average. As we can set the number of parameters, K, to be much smaller than the dimensionality d of the full parameter space, performing Bayesian inference becomes considerably more tractable in the subspace. We can make use of a wide range of approximate inference procedures, even if we are working with a large modern neural network.
In particular, we can use powerful and exact full-batch MCMC methods to approximately sample from p(z|D), such as Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) (Neal et al., 2011) or elliptical slice sampling (ESS) (Murray et al., 2010) . ESS relies heavily on prior sampling, initially introduced for sampling from posteriors with informative Gaussian process priors; however, ESS has special relevance for subspace inference, since these subspaces are specifically constructed to be centred on good regions of the loss, where a wide range of priors will provide reasonable samples. Alternatively, we can perform a deterministic approximation q(z|D) ≈ p(z|D), for example using Laplace or a variational approach, and then sample from q. The low dimensionality of the problem allows us to choose very flexible variational families such as RealNVP (Dinh et al., 2017) to approximate the posterior.
Ultimately, the inference procedure is an experimental design choice, and we are free to use a wide range of approximate inference techniques.
PRIOR CHOICE
There is a significant practical difference between Bayesian model averaging (Section 3.2) and standard training (regularized maximum likelihood estimation) for a range of priors p(z), including vague priors. The exact specification of the prior itself, p(z), if sufficiently diffuse, is not crucial for good performance or for the benefits of Bayesian model averaging in deep learning. What matters is not the prior over parameters in isolation, but how this prior interacts with the functional form of the model. The neural network induces a structured prior distribution over functions, even when combined with a vague prior over its parameters. For subspace inference specifically, the subspace is constructed to be centred on a good region of the loss, such that a wide range of priors will provide coverage for weights corresponding to high performing networks. We discuss reasonable choices of priors for various subspaces in Section 4.
PREVENTING POSTERIOR CONCENTRATION WITH FIXED TEMPERATURE POSTERIORS
In the model proposed in Section 3.1, there are only K N parameters as opposed to d N parameters in the full weight space, while the number of observed data points N is constant. In this setting, the posterior can overly concentrate around the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE), becoming too constrained by the data, leading to overconfident uncertainty estimates.
To address the issue of premature posterior concentration in the subspace, we propose to introduce a temperature hyperparameter that scales the likelihood. In particular, we use the tempered posterior:
When T = 1 the true posterior is recovered, and as T → ∞, the tempered posterior p T (z|D) approaches the prior p(z).
The temperature T is a hyper-parameter that can be determined through cross-validation. We study the effect of temperature on the performance of subspace inference in Section F.1. When the temperature is close to 1 the posterior concentrates around the MLE and subspace inference fails to improve upon maximum likelihood training. As T becomes large, subspace inference produces increasingly less confident predictions. In Section F.1, good performance can be achieved with a broad range of T .
Tempered posteriors are often used in Bayesian inference algorithms to enhance multi-modal explorations (e.g., Geyer and Thompson, 1995; Neal, 1996b) . Similarly, Watanabe (2013) uses a tempered posterior to recover an expected generalization error of Bayesian models.
SUBSPACE CONSTRUCTION
In the previous section we showed how to perform inference in a given subspace S. We now discuss various ways to construct S.
RANDOM SUBSPACES
To construct a simple random subspace, S, we draw
We then rescale each of the vectors to have norm 1. Random subspaces require only drawing Kp random normal numbers and so are quick to generate and form, but contain little information about the model. In related work, Li et al. (2018a) train networks from scratch in a random subspace without a shift vector, requiring projections into much higher dimensions than are considered in this paper.
We use the weights of a network pre-trained with stochastic weight averaging (SWA) as the shift vectorŵ = w SWA . In particular, we run SGD with a high constant learning rate from a pre-trained solution, and form the average w SWA = 1 L i w i from the SGD iterates w i .
Since the log likelihoods as a function of neural network parameters for random subspaces appear approximately quadratic , and the subspace is centred on a good solution, a reasonable prior for p(z) is
PCA OF THE SGD TRAJECTORY
Intuitively, we want the subspace S over which we perform inference to (1) contain a diverse set of models that produce meaningfully different predictions and (2) be cheap to construct. Garipov et al. (2018) and Izmailov et al. (2018) argue that the subspace spanned by the SGD trajectory satisfies both (1) and (2). They run SGD starting from a pre-trained solution with a high constant learning rate and then ensemble predictions or average the weights of the iterates. Further, Maddox et al. (2019) showed fitting the SGD iterates with a Gaussian distribution with a low-rank plus diagonal covariance for scalable Bayesian model averaging provides well-calibrated uncertainty estimates. Finally, Li et al. (2018b) and Maddox et al. (2019) used the first few PCA components of the SGD trajectory for loss surface visualization. These observations motivate inference directly in the subspace spanned by the SGD trajectory.
We propose to use the first few PCA components v i of the SGD trajectory to define the basis of the subspace. As in Izmailov et al. (2018) , we run SGD with a high constant learning rate from a pre-trained solution and capture snapshots w i of weights at the end of each of T epochs. We store the deviations a i = w SWA − w i for the last M epochs. The number M here is determined by the amount of memory we can use. 2 We then run PCA based on randomized SVD (Halko et al., 2011) 3 on the matrix A comprised of vectors a 1 , . . . , a M and use the first K principal components v 1 , . . . , v K to define the subspace (1). Like for the random subspace, we use the SWA solution for the shift vector,ŵ. We summarize this procedure in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Subspace Construction with PCA w 0 : pretrained weights; η: learning rate; T : number of steps; c: moment update frequency; M : maximum number of columns in deviation matrix; K: rank of PCA approximation; P : projection matrix for subspace Maddox et al. (2019) showed empirically that the log likelihood in the subspace looks locally approximately quadratic, and so a reasonable choice of prior p(z) is N (0, σ K I K ), when scaling PCA vectors v i to have norms proportional to the singular values of the matrix A as in Algorithm 2. We note that this prior would be centred around a set of good solutions because of the shift parameterŵ in constructing the subspace. Li et al. (2018b) and Gur-Ari et al. (2019) argue that the first principal components of the SGD trajectory correspond to the top eigenvectors of the Hessian of the loss, and that these eigenvectors change slowly during training. This observation suggests that these principal components captures many of the sharp directions of the loss surface, corresponding to large Hessian eigenvalues. We expect then that our PCA subspace should include variation in the type of functions that it contains. See Appendix C for more details as well as a computation of Hessian and Fisher eigenvalues through a GPU accelerated Lanczos algorithm (Gardner et al., 2018) . Garipov et al. (2018) proposed a method to find paths of near-constant low loss (and consequently high posterior density) in the weight space between converged SGD solutions starting from different random initializations. These curves lie in 2-dimensional subspaces of the weight space. We visualize the loss surface in such a space for a synthetic regression problem in Figure 1 (d). This curve subspace provides an example of a rich subspace containing diverse high performing models, and stresstests the inference procedure for effectively exploring a highly non-Gaussian distribution.
Relationship to Eigenvalues of the Hessian

CURVE SUBSPACES
To parameterize the curve subspace we setŵ = (
where w 0 and w 1 are the endpoints, and w 1/2 is the midpoint of the curve.
In this case, the posterior in the subspace is clearly nonGaussian. However, a vague but centred Gaussian prior N (0, σ 2 K I) is reasonable as a simple choice with our parameterization of the curve subspace.
COMPUTATIONAL COST OF SUBSPACE CONSTRUCTION
We consider the cost of constructing each of the subspaces described in Section 4.1-4.3. We note that constructing any subspace in our approach is a one-time computation.
The random subspace (Section 4.1) is virtually free to construct, as it only requires sampling K independent Gaussian vectors.
To construct the PCA subspace (Section 4.2), we run SVD on the deviation matrix A, which is a one-time computation and is very fast. In particular, exact SVD
2 ) (see Section 1.4.1 of Halko et al. (2011) ). For our largest examples, while the number of parameters in the model d is on the order of 10 7 , M is on the order of 10 2 ; thus, taking the exact SVD is linear in the number of parameters. For example, using standard hardware (a Dell XPS-15 laptop, with Intel core i7, 16Gb RAM), it takes 4 minutes to perform exact SVD on our largest model, WideResNet on CIFAR-100, with 36 million parameters. By comparison, it takes approximately eight hours on an NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU to train the same WideResNet on CIFAR-100 to completion.
The curve subspace (Section 4.3) is the most expensive to construct, as it requires pre-training the two solutions corresponding to the endpoints of the curve, and then running the curve-finding procedure in Garipov et al. (2018) , which in total is roughly 3× the cost of training a single DNN of the same architecture.
Constructing the subspace is in general very fast and readily applicable to large deep networks, with minimal overhead compared to standard training.
EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate subspace inference empirically using the random, PCA, and curve subspace construction methods discussed in Section 4, in conjunction with the approximate posterior inference methods discussed in Section 3.3. In particular, we experiment with the No-U-Turn-Sampler (NUTS) (Hoffman and Gelman, 2014) , Elliptical Slice Sampling (ESS) (Murray et al., 2010) and Variational Inference with fully factorized Gaussian approximation family (VI) and Real-valued Non-Volume Preserving flow (RealNVP) (Dinh et al., 2017) family. Section B contains more details on each of the approximate inference methods. We use the priors for p(z) discussed in Section 4.
We show that approximate Bayesian inference within a subspace provides good predictive uncertainties on regression problems, first visually in Section 5.1 and then quantitatively on UCI datasets in Section 5.2.
We then apply subspace inference to large-scale image classification on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 and obtain results competitive with state-of-the-art scalable Bayesian deep learning methods.
VISUALIZING REGRESSION UNCERTAINTY
We want predicted uncertainty to grow as we move away from the data. Far away from the data there are many possible functions that are consistent with our observations and thus there should be greater uncertainty. However, this intuitive behaviour is difficult to achieve with Bayesian neural networks (Foong et al., 2019) . Further, log-likelihoods on benchmark datasets (see Section 5.2) do not necessarily test this behaviour, where overconfident methods can obtain better likelihoods (Yao et al., 2019) .
We use a fully-connected architecture with hidden layers that have [200, 50, 50, 50] neurons respectively. The network takes two inputs, x and x 2 (the redundancy helps with training), and outputs a single real value y = f (x). To generate the data we set the weights of the network with this same architecture randomly, and evaluate the predictions f (x) for 400 points sampled uniformly in in-
We add Gaussian noise to the outputs y = f (x) + (x). We show the data with red circles in Figure 3 .
We train an SWA solution , and construct three subspaces: a ten-dimensional random subspace, ten-dimensional PCA-subspace and a twodimensional curve subspace (see Section 4). We then run each of the inference methods listed in Section B in each of the subspaces. We visualize the predictive distributions in the observed space for each combination of method and subspace in Appendix D - Figure 8 -and the posterior density overlayed by samples of the subspace parameters in Figure 9 .
In Figure 9 the shape of the posterior in random and PCA subspaces is close to Gaussian, and all approximate inference methods produce reasonable samples. In the mode connecting curve subspace the posterior has a more complex shape. The variational methods were unable to produce a reasonable fit. The simple variational approach is highly constrained in its Gaussian representation of the posterior. However, RealNVP in principle has the flexibility to fit many posterior approximating distributions, but perhaps lacks the inductive biases to easily fit these types of curvy distributions in practice, especially when trained with the variational ELBO. On the other hand, certain MCMC methods, such as elliptical slice sampling, can effectively navigate these distributions.
In the top row of Figure 3 we visualize the predictive distributions for elliptical slice sampling in each of the subspaces. In order to represent this uncertainty, the posterior in the subspace must assign mass to settings of the weights that give rise to models making a diversity of predictions in these regions. In the random subspace, the predictive uncertainty does not significantly grow far away from the data, suggesting that it does not capture a diversity of models. On the other hand, the PCA subspace captures a diverse collection of models, with uncertainty growing away from the data. Finally, the predictive distribution for the curve subspace is the most adaptive, suggesting that it . Elliptical slice sampling (ESS) with either a PCA or curve subspace provides uncertainty that intuitively grows away from the data, unlike variational inference in the full parameter space or ESS with a random subspace. This intuitive behaviour matches a GP with an RBF kernel, except the GP is less confident for extrapolation.
contains the greatest variety of models corresponding to weights with high posterior probabilities.
In the bottom row of Figure 3 we visualize the predictive distributions for simple variational inference applied in the original parameter space (as opposed to a subspace), SWAG (Maddox et al., 2019) , and a Gaussian process with an RBF kernel. The SWAG predictive distribution is similar to the predictive distribution of ESS in the PCA subspace, as both methods attempt to approximate the posterior in the subspace containing the principal components of the SGD trajectory; however, ESS operates directly in the subspace, and is not constrained to a Gaussian representation. Variational inference interestingly appears to underfit the data, failing to adapt the posterior mean to structured variations in the observed points, and provides relatively homogenous uncertainty estimates, except very far from the data. We hypothesize that underfitting happens because the KL divergence term between approximate posterior and prior distributions overpowers the data fit term in the variational lower bound objective, as we have many more parameters than data points in this problem (see Blundell et al. (2015) for details about VI).
In the bottom right panel of Figure 3 we also consider a Gaussian process (GP) with an RBF kernel -presently the gold standard for regression uncertainty. The GP provides a reasonable predictive distribution in a neighbourhood of the data, but arguably becomes underconfident for extrapolation, with uncertainty quickly blowing up away from the data.
UCI REGRESSION
We next compare our subspace inference methods on UCI regression tasks to a variety of methods for approximate Bayesian inference with neural networks. 4 To measure performance we compute Gaussian test likelihood (details in Appendix E.1.1). We follow convention and parameterize our neural network models so that for an input x they produce two outputs, predictive mean µ(x, w) and predictive variance σ (x, w) . For all datasets we tune the temperature T in (2) by maximizing the average likelihood over 3 random validations splits (see Appendix F.1 for a discussion of the effect of temperature).
Large UCI Regression Datasets
We experiment with 5 large regression datasets from UCI: elevators, keggdirected, keggundirected, pol, protein and skillcraft. We follow the experimental framework of Wilson et al. (2016) .
On all datasets except skillcraft we use a feedforward network with five hidden layers of sizes [1000, 1000, 500, w (x) is the variance output from the final layer of the network. We use softplus parameterizations for both σ w and s to ensure positiveness of the variance, initializing the global variance at s 2 = 1 (the total variance in the dataset).
We compare subspace inference to deep kernel learning (DKL) (Wilson et al., 2016 ) with a spectral mixture base kernel (Wilson and Adams, 2013) , SGD trained networks with a Bayesian final layer as in Riquelme et al. (2018) and two approximate Gaussian processes: orthogonally decoupled variational Gaussian processes (OrthVGP) (Salimbeni et al., 2018) and Fastfood approximate kernels (FF) 5 (Yang et al., 2015) . We show the test log-likelihoods and RMSEs in Appendix E.1.3 -Tables 5 and 6, and the 95% credible intervals in Table  7 . We summarize the test log-likelihoods in Figure 4 . Subspace inference outperforms SGD by a large margin on elevators, pol and protein, and is competitive on the other datasets. Compared to SWAG, subspace inference typically improves results by a small margin.
Finally, we plot the coverage of the 95% predictive intervals in Figure 10 . Again, subspace inference performs at least as well as the SGD baseline, and has substantially better calibration on elevators and protein.
Small UCI Regression Datasets
We compare subspace inference to the state-of-the-art approximate BNN inference methods including deterministic variational inference (DVI) (Wu et al., 2019) , deep GPs (DGP) with two GP layers trained via expectation 5 Results for FF are from Wilson et al. (2016). propagation (Bui et al., 2016) , and variational inference with the re-parameterization trick (Kingma and Welling, 2013) . We follow the set-up of Bui et al. (2016) and use a fully-connected network with a single hidden layer with 50 units. We present the test log-likelihoods, RMSEs and test calibration results in Appendix E.1.2 -Tables 2, 3 and 4. We additionally visualize test log-likelihoods in Figure  4 and calibrations in Appendix Figure 10 .
Our first observation is that SGD provides a surprisingly strong baseline, sometimes outperforming DVI. The subspace methods outperform SGD and DVI on naval, concrete and yacht and are competitive on the other datasets.
IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
Next, we test the proposed method on state-of-the-art convolutional networks on CIFAR datasets. Similarly to Section 5.1, we construct five-dimensional random and five-dimensional PCA subspaces around a trained SWA solution. We also construct a two-dimensional curve subspace by connecting our SWA solution to another independently trained SWA solution. We use the value T = 5000 for temperature in all the image classification experiments with random and PCA subspaces, and T = 10000 in the curve subspace (Section 3.5), from crossvalidation using VGG-16 on CIFAR-100.
We visualize the samples from ESS in each of the subspaces in Figure 5 . For VI we also visualize the 3σ-region of the closed-form approximate posterior in the random and PCA subspaces. As we can see, ESS is able to capture the shape of the posterior in each of the subspaces.
In the PCA subspace we also visualize the SWAG approximate posterior distribution. SWAG overestimates the variance along the first principle component (horizontal axis in Figure 5b ) of the SGD trajectory 6 . VI in the 6 See also Figure 5 in Maddox et al. (2019) . subspace is able to provide a better fit for the posterior distribution, as it is directly approximating the posterior while SWAG is approximating the SGD trajectory.
We report the accuracy and negative log-likelihood for each of the subspaces in Table 1 . Going from random, to PCA, to curve subspaces provides progressively better results, due to increasing diversity and quality of models within each subspace. In the remaining experiments we use the PCA subspace, as it generally provides good performance at a much lower computational cost than the curve subspace. We next apply ESS and simple VI in the PCA subspace on VGG-16, PreResNet-164 and WideResNet28x10 on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. We report the results in Appendix Tables 8, 9 . Subspace inference is competitive with SWAG and consistently outperforms most of the other baselines, including MC-dropout (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) , temperature scaling (Guo et al., 2017) and KFAC-Laplace Ritter et al. (2018) .
CONCLUSION
Bayesian methods were once a gold standard for inference with neural networks. Indeed, a Bayesian model average provides an entirely different mechanism for making predictions than standard training, with benefits in accuracy and uncertainty representation. However, efficient and practically useful Bayesian inference has remained a critical challenge for the exceptionally high dimensional parameter spaces in modern deep neural networks. In this paper, we have developed a subspace inference approach to side-step the dimensionality challenges in Bayesian deep learning: by constructing subspaces where the neural network has sufficient variability, we can easily apply standard approximate Bayesian inference methods, with strong practical results.
In particular, we have demonstrated that simple affine subspaces constructed from the principal components of the SGD trajectory contain enough variability for practically effective Bayesian model averaging, often outperforming full parameter space inference techniques. Such subspaces can be surprisingly low dimensional (e.g., 5 dimensions), and combined with approximate inference methods, such as slice sampling, which are good at automatically exploring posterior densities, but would be entirely intractable in the original parameter space. We further improve performance with subspaces constructed from low-loss curves connecting independently trained solutions , with additional computation. Subspace inference is particularly effective at representing growing and shrinking uncertainty as we move away and towards data, which has been a particular challenge for Bayesian deep learning methods.
Crucially, our approach is modular and easily adaptable for exploring both different subspaces and approximate inference techniques, enabling fast exploration for new problems and architectures. There are many exciting directions for future work. It could be possible to explicitly train subspaces to select high variability in the functional outputs of the model, while retaining quality solutions. One could also develop Bayesian PCA approaches (Minka, 2001) to automatically select the dimensionality of the subspace. Moreover, the intuitive behaviour of the regression uncertainty for subspace inference could be harnessed in a number of active learning problems, such as Bayesian optimization and probabilistic model-based reinforcement learning, helping to address the current issues of input dimensionality in these settings.
The ability to perform approximate Bayesian inference in low-dimensional subspaces of deep neural networks is a step towards, scalable, modular, and interpretable Bayesian deep learning.
A ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION OF SUBSPACE INFERENCE A.1 LOSS OF MEASURE
When mapping into a lower-dimensional subspace of the true parameter space, we lose the ability to invert the transform and thus measure (i.e. volume of the distribution) is lost. Consider the following simple example in R 2 . First, form a spherical density, p(x, y) = N (0, I 2 ), and then fix x and y along a slice, such that x − y = c. The support of the resulting distribution has no area, since it represents a line with no width. For this reason, it is more correct to consider the subspace model (2) as a different model that shares many of the same functional properties as the fully parametrized model, rather than a re-parametrized version of the same model. Indeed, we cannot construct a Jacobian matrix to represent the density in the subspace.
A.2 POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF SUBSPACE INFERENCE
Quicker Exploration of the Posterior Reducing the dimensionality of parameter space enables significantly faster mixing of MCMC chains. For example, the expected number of likelihood evaluations needed for an accepted sample drawn using Metropolis-Hastings or Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) respectively grow as d 2 and d 5/4 . If the dimensionality of the subspace grows as K = log d, for example, then we would expect the runtime of Metropolis-Hastings to produce independent samples to grow at a modest 2 log d. We also note that the structure of the subspace may be much more amenable to exploration than the original posterior, requiring less time to effectively cover. For example, Maddox et al. (2019) show that the loss in the subspace constructed from the principal components of SGD iterates is approximately locally quadratic. On the other hand, if the subspace has a complicated structure, it can now be traversed using ambitious exploration methods which do not scale to higher dimensional spaces, such as parallel tempering (Geyer and Thompson, 1995) .
Potential Lack of Degeneracies
In the subspace, the model will be absent of many of degeneracies present for most DNNs. We would expect therefore the posterior to concentrate to a single point, and be more amenable in general to approximate inference strategies.
B APPROXIMATE INFERENCE METHODS
We can use MCMC methods to approximately sample from p(z|D), or we can perform a deterministic approximation q(z|D) ≈ p(z|D), for example using Laplace or a variational approach, and then sample from q. We particularly consider the following methods in our experiments, although there are many other possibilities. The inference procedure is an experimental design choice.
Slice Sampling As the dimensionality of the subspace K is low, gradient-free methods such as slice sampling (Neal et al., 2003) and elliptical slice sampling (ESS) (Murray et al., 2010) can be used to sample from the projected posterior distribution. Elliptical slice sampling is designed to have no tuning parameters, and only requires a Gaussian prior in the subspace. 7 For networks that cannot evaluate all of the training data in memory at a single time, it is easily possible to sum the loss over minibatches computing a full log probability, without storing gradients.
NUTS The No-U-Turn Sampler (NUTS) (Hoffman and Gelman, 2014 ) is an HMC method (Neal et al., 2011) that dynamically tunes the hyper-parameters (step-size and leapfrog steps) of HMC.
8 NUTS has the advantage of being nearly black-box: only a joint likelihood and its gradients need to be defined. However, full gradient calls are required, which can be difficult to cache and a constant factor slower than a full likelihood calculation.
Simple Variational Inference One can perform variational inference in the subspace using the fully-factorized Gaussian posterior approximation family for p(z|D), from which we can sample to form a Bayesian model average. Fully-factorized Gaussians are among the simplest and the most common variational families. Unlike ESS or NUTS, VI can be trained with mini-batches (Hoffman et al., 2013) , but is often practically constrained in the distributions it can represent.
RealNVP Normalizing flows, such as RealNVP (Dinh et al., 2017) , parametrize the variational distribution family with invertible neural networks, for flexible nonGaussian posterior approximations.
C EIGEN-GAPS OF THE FISHER AND HESSIAN MATRICES
In Figure 6 we can see similar behavior for the eigenvalues of both the Hessian and the empirical Fisher information matrix at the end of training. To compute these eigenvalues, we used a GPU-enabled Lanczos method in GPyTorch (Gardner et al., 2018 ) on a pre-trained PreResNet164. Given the gap between the top eigenvalues and the rest for both the Hessian and Fisher matrices, we might expect that the parameter updates of gradient descent would primarily lie in the subspace spanned by the top eigenvalues. Li et al. (2018a) and Gur-Ari et al. (2019) empirically (and with a similar theoretical basis) found that the training dynamics of SGD (and thus the parameter updates) primarily lie within the subspace formed by the top eigenvalues (and eigenvectors). Additionally, in Figure 7 we show that the eigenvalues of the trajectory decay rapidly (on a log scale) across several different architectures; this rapid decay suggests that most of the parameter updates occur in a low dimensional subspace (at least near convergence), supporting the claims of GurAri et al. (2019) . In future work it would be interesting to further explore the connections between the eigenvalues of the Hessian (and Fisher) matrices of DNNs and the covariance matrix of the trajectory of the SGD iterates.
D ADDITIONAL REGRESSION UNCERTAINTY VISUALIZATIONS
In Figure 8 we present the predictive disribution plots for all the inference methods and subspaces. We additionally visualize the samples over poterior density surfaces for each of the methods in Figure 9 .
E UCI REGRESSION EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS E.1 SETUP
In all experiments, we replicated over 20 trials reserving 90% of the data for training and the other 10% for testing, following the set-up of Bui et al. (2016) and Wilson et al. Figure 7: Eigenvalues of trajectory covariance (explained variance proportion) estimated from randomized SVD across three architectures on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 plotted on a log-scale. The trajectory decays extremely quickly, decaying towards 0 at around 10-20 steps.
(2016).
E.1.1 Gaussian test likelihood
In Bayesian model averaging, we compute a Gaussian estimator N (y|μ,σ 2 ) based on sample statis-
E.1.2 Small Regression
For the small UCI regression datasets, we use the architecture from Wu et al. (2019) with one hidden layer with 50 units. We manually tune learning rate and weight decay, and use batch size of N/10 where N is the dataset size. All models predict heteroscedastic uncertainty (i.e. output a variance). In Table 2 , we compare subspace inference methods to deterministic VI (DVI, Wu et al. (2019) ) and deep Gaussian processes with expectation propagation (DGP1-50 Bui et al. (2016) ). ESS and VI in the PCA subspace outperform DVI on two out of five datasets.
E.1.3 Large-Scale Regression
For the large-scale UCI regression tasks, we manually tuned hyper-parameters (batch size, learning rate, and epochs) to match the RMSE of the SGD DNN results in Table 1 of Wilson et al. (2016) , starting with the parameters in the authors' released code. We used heteroscedastic regression methods with a global variance parameter, e.g. the likelihood for a data point is given by: N (y i , µ(x i ; w), σ Figure 9: Posterior log-density surfaces and samples (magenta circles) for the synthetic regression problem across different subspaces and sampling methods. σ 2 g = softplus(σ 2 ) in tandem with the network (which outputs both the mean and variance parameters). σ can be viewed as a global variance parameter, analogous to optimizing the jitter in Gaussian process regression. We additionally tried fitting models without a global variance parameter (e.g. standard heteroscedastic regression as is used in the SGD networks in Wilson et al. (2016) ), but found that they were typically more over-confident.
Following Wilson et al. (2016) , for the UCI regression tasks with more than 6,000 data points, we used networks with the following structure: [1000, 1000, 500, 50, 2] , while for skillcraft, we used a network with: [1000, 500, 50, 2]. We used a learning rate of 10 −3 , doubling the learning rate of bias parameters, a batch size of 400, momentum of 0.9, and weight decay of 4×10 −3 , training for 200 epochs. For skillcraft, we only trained for 100 epochs, using a learning rate of 5 × 10 −4 and for keggD, we used a learning rate of 10 −4 . We used a standard normal prior with variance of 1.0 in the subspace.
For all of our models, the likelihood for a data point is given by: N (y i , µ(x i ; w), σ + v(x i ; w)), optimizing σ in tandem with the network (which outputs both the mean and variance parameters). σ can be viewed as a global variance parameter, analogous to optimizing the jitter in Gaussian process regression. We found fitting models without a global variance parameter often led to over-confident predictions.
In Table 5 , we report RMSE results compared to two types of approximate Gaussian processes (Salimbeni et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2015) ; note that the results for OrthVGP are from Appendix Table F of Salimbeni et al. (2018) but scaled by the standard deviation of the respective dataset. For the comparisons using Bayesian final layers (Riquelme et al., 2018) , we trained SGD nets with the same architecture and used the second-to-last layer (ignoring the final hidden unit layer of width two as it performed considerably worse) for the Bayesian approach and then followed the same hyper-parameter setup as in the authors' codebase 10 with a = b = 6 and λ = 0.25. We repeated each model over 10 random train/test splits; each test set consisted of 10% of the full dataset. All data was pre-processed to have mean zero and variance one.
F IMAGE CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
For the experiments on CIFAR datasets we follow the framework of Maddox et al. (2019) . We report the negative log-likelihood and accuracy for our method and 10 https://github.com/tensorflow/models/ tree/master/research/deep_contextual_ bandits baselines in Tables 8 and 9 .
F.1 EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE
We study the effect of the temperature parameter T defined in (4) on the performance of subspace inference. We run elliptical slice sampling in a 5-dimensional PCA subspace for a PreResNet-164 on CIFAR-100. We show test performance as a function of the temperature parameter in Figure 11 panels (a) and (b). Bayesian model averaging achieves strong results in the range 10 3 ≤ T ≤ 10 4 . We also observe that the value T has a larger effect on uncertainty estimates and consequently NLL than on predictive accuracy.
We then repeat the same experiment on UCI elevators using the setting described in Section 5.2.1. We show the results in Figure 11 panels (c), (d). Again, we observe that the performance is almost constant and close to optimal in a certain range of temperatures, and the effect of temperature on likelihood is larger compared to RMSE. Figure 10 : Coverage of 95% prediction interval for models trained on UCI datasets. In most cases, subspace inference produces closer to 95% coverage than models trained using SGD or SWAG. Table 2 : Unnormalized test log-likelihoods on small UCI datasets for Subspace Inference (SI), as well as direct comparisons to the numbers reported in deterministic variational inference (DVI, Wu et al. (2019) ) and Deep Gaussian Processes with expectation propagation (DGP1-50, Bui et al. (2016) ), and variational inference (VI) with the reparameterization trick (Kingma et al., 2015) . Table 5 : RMSE comparison amongst methods on larger UCI regression tasks, as well as direct comparisons to the numbers reported in deep kernel learning with a spectral mixture kernel (DKL, (Wilson et al., 2016) ), orthogonally decoupled variational GPs (OrthVGP, Salimbeni et al. (2018) ), FastFood kernel GPs (FF, Yang et al. (2015) from Wilson et al. (2016) ), and Bayesian final layers (NL, Riquelme et al. (2018) ). Subspace based inference typically outperforms SGD and approximate GPs and is competitive with DKL. 2) on UCI Elevators. We used ESS in a 5-dimensional PCA subspace to construct this plot. The dark blue line and shaded region show the mean ± 1 standard deviation over 3 independent runs of the procedure.
